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Jo these chapters he found only eight cases

-

direct

lj should like to tharik Professor Leonard Greenspoon for going through and
correcting the English in this paper.
*There incorrectly spelled Scher, see correction in volume 22 (1992) p.lO. [Ed.1
‘Cf. Schehr 1991, 24

discourse) are not always retained. On the contraiy, if the ri.—clause is meant to

idiomatic Greek, the tenses of the original statements
2 (oratio recto

judgment in the LXX, for example Gen 8:8), it should he kept in mmd that m

depending on verbs of perception (direct i.-clauses act the same way in my

For exainple, when we study the translator’s use of tenses in b’TL-clauses

of our present subject, why and where the translator used the perfect indicative.

a reliable picture of the translator’s way of dealing with his text and, in the case

Secondly, we should need more ihan eight examples to he able to form

question naturally arises as to why there is such a great difference.

the perfect indicative appears 35 times, although there are only 13 chapters. The

reason to doubt Schehr’s conclusions. In the old Greek of Genesis 37, 39-50,

fifteen chapters studied in the article with chapters 37-50, we find at Ieast some

1 have serious doubts about that. In the first place, if we compare the

15 “as a representative port.ion of that book.”

altogether. In spite of such a smafl amount of material, he cousiders Genesis 1-

fifteen chapters of Genesis.

Septuagint. His main interest was the usage of the perfect indicative in the first

interesting conlribution to the question of the translation of the verb m the

In volume 24 (1991) of the BIOSCS, Timothy Schehr* published an
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ee Khhner, R. and Gerth, B. Ausfährliche Gram,natik der grieshischen Sprache. II
3 550.3.
Satzlehre. Hannover und Leipzig 9Q4
The fact has its origin in the works of J. Wackernagel, Studien zuin griechischen
4
Perfekrum Göttingen 1904. (also iii: Kleine Schriften. Göttingen, 1953, 10001021) and P. Chantraine Histoire du paifait grec. Paris, 1927.
McKay, K. L. “The Use of the Ancient Greek Perfect down to the Second Century
5
A.D.” BICS 12 (1965) 1-21; “On the Perfect and Other Aspects in the Greek Non
Literary Papyri” BICS 27 (1980) 23-49.
Rijksbaon, A. “Het Griekse perfecturn: subject con(ra object” Lampas 17 (1984)
6

the aorist actually occurs only in direct discourse or similar contexts. In the

to the fact that this supposedly widespread mixture of the perfect indicative and

5 and A. Rijksbaron
important studies, K. L. McKay
6 have drawn our attention

4 But in their
speaks of the perfect’s having entered into the sphere of the aonst.

understandable because almost every grammar dealing with Hellenistic usage

classical periocl, that is to be found in the Septuagint. This surprise is quite

having noted this, the autlior is surprised at “this clear distinction” from the

time in the case of the indicative is the “now” of the spealcer/narrator. After

in ilme a state exists which is the resuit of a completed action,” and this point of

Schehr hhnself gives the meaning of the perfect stem as “that at a certain point

translator as referring to the present moment. This is quite understandable as

narrative sections. As a consequence, the perfect indicative is used by the

Schehr notices that in Genesis 1-15 the perfect indicative is found only in direct
discourse as well as 6ri— and s’— clauses inentioned above, thus, not in clear

Considering the different instances where the perfect indicative appears,

study a larger body of material.

3 In order to Icnow what is normal procedure of the translator, we must
speech.

empliasized, only then does the author use the tense corresponding to direct

should he used; but if only the viewpoint of the subject of the main verb is

indicate the viewpoint of the narrator, then the mood and tense of narration

12
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7j do not wish to take a stand here on whose state it is, the one of the object
(Wackernagel, Chantraine) or the one of the subject (McKane, Rijksbaron). Maybe
the right answer is in the sniddle: both. For example, y&ypae ö xa’i rw3ta 6
CRTåc 0ovicuötörp ‘AOvaio (Th. 5,26.1). If it is the state of the object, it
should be translated: “this has now been recorded” but if the state is that of the
subject, the translation should he as follows: “Thucydides is the author of.
(Rijksbaron, A. The Syntax and Semantics of the Verb iii Classical Greek. A n
Introduction. Amsterdam: J. C. Gieben 1984, 35-36.

more easily explained if there is no confusion between the meanings of perfect

verb form par exceilence, is very rarely translated by the perfect indicative, is

discourse, never iii narration. Furthermore, the fact that wayyiqtol, the narrative

in the semantic field of (lie aorist, but that could have happened only in direct

7 It would he veiy strange indeed if the perfect indicative had really emerged
past.

viewpomt of the present speaker, the resuit (state) of an event completed m the

means that the author using the perfect indicative wants to emphasize, from the

In these texts, the perfect indicative retains its resultative value. This

them what he actually sees happening before hirn in the present moment.

The author of Revelation 5:7 is Iikewise addressing his readers, revealing to

and turns to his readers at their present moment to address his words to them.

also not from real narrative, for here our historian breaks the story he is telling

gives us from the historian Polybius (öqXoSaagitv pro ösöq?o5icaiiev) are

also iii the case of 2 Corinthians 11:25 which is a letter. The exarnples Schehr

narration at ali m the strict sense of the word. The same arguinents ase valid

moment of the writer. Seen in that way, a letter need not be considered as

question. Letters ase always written, and as such connected to the present

that they ase ali connected to the present moment of the author/speaker in

New Testameut authors given by Schehr ase comparable to direct discourse in

The exarnples of ]etters as well as the examples of Polybius and the

single perfect indicative appears in pule narrative.

same way ali the examples Schehr has offered us ase from direct discourse; not a
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end of the book. Aiready in chapters 16-20 there appear eight more cases of
perfect indicative. A sinillar fact, also due to the differences m text material, is
the Iimited number

could not have used foms that developed only later. A. Aejmelaeus has set forth

the idea that the translator used more free renderings and expressions of normal

8
linguistic usage m direct discoarse than elsewhere.
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Both sentences are part of direct discourse but the emphasis is different.
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that the dreams were seen. We do

8
A
ejmelaeus, A. Parataxis in the Septuagint. A.ASF diss. B 31. Helsinki 1982, 173.

would be expressed by pluperfect indicative, but it is rattier rarely used as an

not find differences like these in the narrative. Resultative aspect (perfect stem)

accomplished fact (aorist inclicative

this dream.” On the contrary, the servants of Pharaoh only state the aiready

point to himself as receiver of this ominous dream: “1 airi the one who has seen

In the first example (perfect indicative SpaKa) the king of Egypt wants to

e’irav

40:8

ot!x ari.v at!rr6

E’iIlEV

41:15

likeGen4l:15 andGen4l:8.

We are able to see the difference between perfect and aorist iii sentences

is less direct discourse and thus more pure narrative in these chapters tban in the

classical and Hellenistic Greek, included also classical modes of speaking and

9
S
ee Voitila, A. “Technique de traduction du yiqtol (limparfait hbreu) daus iHistoire
de Joseph grecque (Gen 37, 39-50)” VII Congress of the IOSCS, Leuven 1989
SBLSCS 31 Atianta: Scholars Press 1991, 223-237.

perfect indicatives in Genesis so as to he able to determine the kinds of contexts

in the Vorlage. This shows us how important it is to study larger numbers of

indicatives as a translation equivalent iii certain texts if there is not a single ru

often than with other verbal roots, then it is significant for the number of perfect

certain Greek verbal roots. For example, if the translator favours the perfect
indicative as an equivalent of
or uses &oj.ii. in the perfect indicative more

certain Hebrew verbs by the perfect indicative or uses perfect indicative only with

The text should also be studied so as to see if the translator renders only

not have used the perfect indicative as often here as m other chapters of the book.

the results of which exist in the present. This suggests that the translator could

more like a report or catalogue of events than a spealcing of completed actions,

Furthermore, the content of the discourse material in Genesisl-15 is

relevant number is 202.

excellence. Iii Genesis 2-15, 98 cases of yiqtol appear, but in 37, 39-50, the

yiqtol forms—the verbal form of direct discourse par

number of perfect indicative cases in the first fifteen chapters of Genesis; there

coutrary, it is evident that the Septuagmt Pentateuch, as a literary work between

of

This point is in fact the answer to the question about the limited

cases the Hebrewparticiple.

form is not translated with perfect indicative but only the qatal or in some rare

conclude that the translator tried to avoid non-literary characteristics. On the

“encroachment of the perfect into the sphere of the aorist,” then we cannot

If we come to a negative conclusion concerning the possible

retained its aspectual value, we are able to understand why the Hebrew wayyiqtol

26 (1993)

exactly what he means by his conception of “narration.”
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equivalent of qatal iii the Pentateuch. Having realized that the perfect has
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in the field of the Septuagint of Joshua, Professor Max L. Margolis’ The Book
ofJoshua in Greek.’ Since the publication of the first four volumes, this work

rather different from other parts of the book. Thus conclusions based on it

concerning the book as a whole have a veiy weak basis.

This enabies a scholar simultaneously to see

i2
ames A Montgomery, “Margolis’ Book of Joshua lii Greek” JQR 23 (1933) 293295. See also Leonard Greenspoon, Max Leopold Margolis. A Scholar’s Scholar.
Atianta GA, 1987, 107-108.
There are some divergencies between the manuscript lists given in Margolis’ edition
3
and in his article “Specimen of a New Edition of the Greek Joshua” Jewish Studies in
Mernoiy of Israel Abrahams. New York, 1927, 203-323. For example, according to
the edition, the sign Ii represents the Ms. Paris Nat. Suppl. Gr. 600 (a MS unknown
to Alfred Rahlfs, Verzeichnis der griechischen Handschrften des Alten Testaments,
flr das Septuaginta-Unternehmen aufgestellt. Nachrichten von der Königi. Geseil.
der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen. Philol.-hist. Klasse. Beiheft. Berlin, 1914.) In the
Specimen, however, Margolis wrote that this MS. is Paris Nat. Suppl. Gr. 609.
Note that Margolis took evidence of the MSS. AM8 cefjhnqrsvwzd from the
4
apparatus of the OTG

The complete title of the edition is The Book of Joshua in Greek according to the
1
Critically Restored Text with an Apparatus Containing the Variants of the Principal
Recensions and of the Individual Witnesses.

4 and that Margolis recorcled about 900
larger number of MSS than the OTG

can be done if one bears in mmd the fact that Margolis’ edition is based on a

evidence from both the recensions and the individual manuscripts (MSS). This

alongside Margolis’ edition.

wise to use the Larger Cambridge Septuagint of Brooke-McLean (OTG)

3 it is
Because of the complex apparatus system in Margolis’ edition,

present status of this edition.

notation of the apparatus. The following remarks fmd their explanation in the

an important position. Because it is respected, scholars normally trust the

2 Consequently Margolis’ edition holds
has been highly evaluated by scholars.

Between 1931 and 1932 there appeared one of the most iinportant works

Seppo Sipilä, University of Helsinki, Finland
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Genesis 1-15 is not a representative portion of the whole book of Genesis but is

scale conclusions with only a limited amount of evidence. ‘lle point here is that

1 hope 1 have been able to show how impossible it is to make large

contexts where the Iransiator could have used the perfect indicative.

in which the verb form is used and in order to find out if there at least are
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